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, The Natioeral Centerfo Research in Vocational Education's mission is
1 to increase the ability o iverse agencies, institutions, and organizations . \-)

to solve educationalproblem's relating to individLial career planning, ,. 7..4

_.., , preparation,:and progression. The National Center fulfills itsrnission by:

Gen,erating knowledge tbrqugh research,

'Developing educational programs and pro.ctucts

Evaluating indiyidualsiroiram needs and outcomes
4

Providing information for national planning and policy

Installing edUcational prograins aridProdudtst

Operating inf rmation systerrtand services

Conducting lea ership developmgntand training programs

.

For further Vicormation contact :

Program InfOrmatiorr 0 e

The National Center esearch in Vocational Education.
The Ohip State University
IVO Kenny Road,
Columbus, Ohio 4300 '
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Telephone: (614) 486-3655 or (sooy 848-481'5
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`Vocational education is forging ahapd as a vital factor in the, economic development of .

Arnetica. In keeping with this role, it is essential that vocatiobal educators develop effective plans
( for their participation in one of the most important endeavors facing our nation. Dr. L nard A.

Lecht presented the remarks contained in this paper at a National Academy for Vocaticin duce-
tion conference that focused directly ,gn that role in the future.

. .
Dr. Lecht's comments are based on his extensive and unique insight. -kle received a.Ph.D. in

economics from Columbia University andcurrentli serves as an economic consultant. For the
Conference Boar'd in New York City, he has directed special projects research on economic and
employment'trends.and private sector /,government relationships in human resour v_ elopment
training programs. Prior to, this, he conducted similar research as Dir'ctor of the for Priority.",
Analysis ,if the National Planning Association. He has served, at a c. nsultant and.e pert witness to
,numerous government agencies including the United States Congress. He was also the Chairman of '
Long Island University's Department of Economics. -

, . r .

On behalf of the National Center for. Research in Vocational Education and The Ohio,State
University, it is with greatpleasure that we bring you Dr. Leonard techt's presentation entitled It,
"Vor,Btional Education as a Participant in the Economic Development Enterprise: Pdlicy Options
for the Decade Ahead." . . ` i % ,

A

46

Robert E, TAyfor
Executive Dikeme
The National Center for Research

in Vocational EOkation
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATIOR AS A PARTICIPANT .

IN THE ECONOMIC-DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISE:
- 'POLICY OPTIONS FOR THE DECADE AHEAD

Forces For Change

Planning strategies for vocational education are often identifjed through the annual..plans
submitted by education agencies to comply with the guidelines of federal, state, and local govern-
ment funding,sources. But in a more fundamental sense, planning involves looking ahead and
anticipating changes in the larger society that can influe course offerings, enrollments, financial,
support, and careers for:students in vocational programs. Such anticipation has become especially,
critical in the eighties, as the nation moves into an era viheretchanging population will take on
greater importance in the evaluation of vocational education program performance.

IP- . r -
In the' coming decade, three major. developments are seen as, important factors for change in ..

yocationaleducatioft They are is fOows: -- ..,
- Changes in the demographic profile and in retirement practices.

- .4 Regional shifts in economic activity and in employmeqt -,

Renewal of the industrial sector as a key ingredient in economic growth ..\ . . s

Sta te and local vocational education agencies will have to increase their adaptation to change as
these developments increase in impact. More older persons will be enrolled in vocational programs.
Vocational education also willbecome mord involved with state andlOcal economic-.development as
the programs offered place a substantially greater emphasis on training persons.to Operate, maintain,
and repair new and complex equipment. Because of their past involvement in both employability
development and in adult, technical, and continuing educatio4yocational education agencies will
be in a good

.

position-to respond ?these changes.
.,

, i -.
A further consideration of these three developments can indicate the problems and opportunities

they will create for the larger society, antftheir implications for change in vocational education
planning. ' . .

I

Changes in the bemographic Profile
and in Retirement F tices

Analyjes of labor force changes in the flier ties focused on the influx of women and sixteen- to
twent-V-four-year-olds into the labor market, Considerably less attention was given to another major
development: the withdrawal of older men from the labor force because of earlier retirement ages.
Inflation, greater life expectancies, and changes in public policy and,social attitudes cakt be expected

ao.reverse this trend of early retirement during the eighties. Older persons will become konsiderably
more important in the market for vocational programs if their needs, and the need for sustaining
enrollr2ents in vocational edUcafidh, receive priority in the coming decades.r

1
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In the past thirty years, there was a sharp decline in the percentage of men in their late fifties
who remained in the labor force. This decline else? shows up in the proportion of men sixty to

,sixty-four years.of age'and those over sixty-five who remain employed or who are looking for work..
(Seetable 1..) . k,

e 2
44e

TABLE 1
4

PERCENTAGE OF MEN.60' AND OVER IN ME. LABOlirFORCE,
1647 tb 1978

. ,

Percent in Labor Force

Year 60 to 64..- . 65 and over.

1947 48.0
1950 79.5' 46.0
1960 ,78:0 33.0 ,

27.0, 1970 75.0
4' 1978 . ,62:0 20.5

, ( t.,
41 SOURCE: Derived from Employment and Training Report of the President. --,,4

Washington, DC.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979 >p. 236; and
President's Commission of Pension Rblicy, Variety of Retirement Ages. Wash. =

. ingion, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980i p. 7. .

4 =-- ',...

. Shortiy after World War II ended, nearly half of all men in the sixty five and overFategory ivere

, in the work force. By 1978, only afifth of the men in this age group were either employed or ' ,
. looking for work. But the most striking change occurred in the participation by men in the .sixty,";

to sixty-four-year-old group. This shift was facilitated by the 1961 Amendments to the Social
Security Act, which permitted retirement at age sixty-two with only modest reductions in benefits.

---- . , , ."%\
The prOpensitylfor men to retire at earlier ages received widespread support from business and

,

labor. Employers came to regard rettrement,'especially early retirement, as an important a in

hiring and promoting younger persons. Such persons were assumed to be more productive and to
possess more up-to-date skills than the older persons they replaced. Unions responded to techno-

'logical changes and other changes threateningitheir members' jobs, with demands for generous and
largely employer-financed pensions for their older members.It was assumed that older Fiersons would

prefer to retire if they were assured an adequate retirement income. Furthermore, unions czkipled

these demancls with work guaran%;esfor,, their younger mergtArs. -:

Sincall parties concerned.Were assumed to benefit from such policies, they went through a V---\. . ...

series of successive jiberalizatiprts. The age at which persons ccruld retire, with minimal losses in

" benefits, was gradually shifteot downward by law, by collectivebargainang, and by company policy.
,r

Such a tendency ystould appear to be so fira)ly established that prospects fiir its r v e r s a I might

be regarded as remote. Yet inflation, sharply rising recirerrient benefit costs, changes in the demo-
graphic profile, and the preferences of older people are all facilitating a shift in public policy and

,,in personal decisions to retires The shift is now toward encouraging older workers to remain in the
labor force. Recent amendments to the Age Qiscrligmination`Act that outlaw mandatory retirement

,----..,.
for most employees befor.e age' sevantx symbolize these,changes.

.

A

; a 0 . ,
r

,4

.For Social Security and other federally fundectitetirernent systecns,inflation primarily affects
program costs because it raises both wage levels andmonttly benefit payments at the same rate as

I.
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increases in' the-Consumer Price Index. Benefits in private pension systems, and in most state and
local governinent systems, however, are seldom adjusted or "indexed" to keep pace with changes

I in the cost of living. . ,.
.

A

Inflation affects these systems primarily because it both increases the wage level on which
benefit payments are based, And erodes the purchasing power of retired persons. , 0

For the Social Security system, each percentage point increase in the Consumei- Price Index
has been estimatetl to add $1.1 billion in otitlays for old age and survivors insurance benefits.1 The
role of inflation in diminishing-the purchasing power of a pension that is not indexed to changes in .

the cost of living can be illustrated by projectindthe purchasing paw& of a1$1,000 a month pension
le granted in 1980 through 1995. The projection shows the losses in purchashg power if there is either.

a 5 or 10 perceot average annual increase in the Consumer Price IndeX. ,

t

TABLE 2

PURCHASING POWER OF A-$1,000 MONTHLY. PENSION
ASSUMING ALTERNATIVE RATES OF, INCREASE

IN 'THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, 1980-1995

Year

1980
1985
1990
1995

Purchasing Power in 1980 Dollars

5 Percent /Annual
Prke Increase

$1,000
780
610
480 f

SOURCE: Social-Security-Bulletin, Nvember 1978, 0 1

10 Percent Annual
Price Increase

$1,000
620
390
240

With inflation averaging 10 percent a year, a pension that is not indexed would lose five eighths
.of its purchasing power by the end of the fifth year. At the end i teen years, the loss would be
slightly greattr than three-fourths:The isaunipd ten percent infl tion rate in thistable is emewhai
less than the comparable rates for 1979-and 1'980. With a substa tial reduction tn'the rate of infla-
tion (Say to 5 perc nt a year), slightly more than half of the °rig al pyrchasing power represented

the pension w,,yld be lost b'the fifteenth year.

Privatep sion plans now cover approximately half the labor force. (f'ate and local government
plans cover s- -ral million more people. These pension-systems, which often arecoupled with Social
Security bene its,I3Ockallowed many middle-class persons to retire in modest comfort. Yet because
of inflation, mplayees'depending on such pensions today will frequently postpone their retirement
with the h, es of maintaining their income and building up a larger pension reserve'for when they
do retjr

e

F the federal government, outlays for retirementsystemsand-Other income supporKaixv94.inted-
to $170 the '1979 fiscal year. This represented mare, than a third (34.5 percent) of the
federal governmen s expenditures in that year.2 Efforts to restrain the growth in the federal govern-g
client's budget in thereighties qi include slowing down.these massiveoutlays, thereby encouraging .

-,solZfer persona to remain in thoeabor force.

3' ,
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4 Since a larger percentage of the population during the next decade will be older, inflation will
Have a greater'effect on more people. Redubtion of mortality rates, formerly concentrated-on
younger age groupk has come to characterize older persona as well, Improvement in the treatment
Of heart disease in the past twenty years is a good example. At the other end of the a spectrum,
declining birthrates since the mid-sixties will sharply reduce the size of the sixteen- to twenty-four-
year-old group in the population and in the labor force in the next ten yeart. (See table 3.)

TABLE 3

PRO3ECTED4POPULATION GROWTH, 16 to 24 YEAR OLDS' -

AND PERSONS 65 AND OVER, 1980 to 1990

Age Group Estimated Population
(in millions)

Percent Change
1980 to 1990

in 1980 in 1990 c...

16 to 19- 16.7 13.5 -a' -19.0
...- 20 to 24 20.9 18.0 -14.0

65 and over 24.9 29.8 +19.5
. .

SOURCE. Employriient and Training Report of the President, Washington; D.C.: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office 1979; p. 353. Projections represent U.S. Census Bureau intermediate

fertility estimates.

4; By )990, these Census Bureau projections anticipate that there will be 5 million more persons
who are acie sixty-five and over. There will by some 6 Million fewer people in the sixteen*o twenty-
four-year-old age group. The bulk of the population anq labor force increafes will occur in the
twenty-five to fortNour-year-old category: the "baby boom" generation of the two decades follow-

, Mg -world War II.

Labor force growth Lthe eighties will undergo a marked slowdown as'fewer young people are

added to the work force. Over threerfifths of the growth that does take place will be due to.an

increase orfemale employees.
-

- . As can be expected, the pressures to retire will diminish as fewer young people are added to
the labof force. For persons over sixty-five who continue working, important issues will have to be
resolved. These include, among others, the problem of fringe benefit costs to employers, the higher

wage rates due to seniority for many older employees, and the frequent needs for further education
and -trainingto upgrade,older employees' skills. Other problems will arise because older workers
often prefer to work on a part-time basis, and on a more flexible arrangement than the forty-hour
Week or fifty-two-week year.

All these econornic,and denieldraphic factors can be seen a strategic influences on the long-term
labor force participation. of older perions. The overall attitudes of older people who have retired or
who are in the age group approaching retirement can be traced as influencing the decision to retire
or tricontinue working. The Harris Survey for 1979, for example, reports the following:

Forty-six percent of those already retired would prefer to be working.

Forty-eight percent of the persons surveyed in the fifty to sixty-five age group
with to continue working after age sixty-five.3

4
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Evidence from he H ris surveys and related studies showstthat older persorivare seeking
greatel freedom of ch iq..their options to continue working or to retire, taretire or.to feturn to
school, to work full-ti e or part-time, to earn income from wotk, or to participate as volunteers.

The change influepcing population growth in the eighties will make it mere diffidult for all i.
educational institutions tq maintain enrollment. The decline in the populatOti of young persons
already has become apparbt to high school and post-high school educators as enrollments have
tapered off: In the absence of a dramatic increase in the percentage of traditional "school-age students
yvho choose vocational programs, demographic developments among the younger age $roups.ineiicate
a prospect for serious losses-in vocational education enr011ments.The impact of the population
decline in these age groups would be offset, and-important economic and human need rved, if

-vocationaheducation systems today undertake changes that will increase their appeal to w audiences.

,
/, There has been growth in the number of educational programs available to older persons. Bti

rAlfis terms of enrollment, these individuals remain underrepresented in all educational.programs,
including adult and vocational education. For example, only 7 percdrit of the persons enrolled in
courses through the adult education'state grant programs in fiscal year 1979 were age fifty-five or
older. This represents a decline from 12 percent in they 1966 fiscal year. T`e-Largest single group of
enrollees in these programs in 1979 were sixteen- to twenty-four-year-olds. They made up over two-
fifths (`41. percent) of the enrollees.4

1
The limited inforNation available shows that older persons makeup an important potential

audience for vocationally oriented, programs. For example, a recent survey of "would-be learners"
in the fifty-five- to sixty-year-old age group reported that vocational subjects were the leading
preference among choices of study. (See table 4.)

TABLE 4

DISTRIBUTION OF "WOULD-BE LEARNERS"
PREF_ERRED_CURRICULAR_CHOICES,AGE GROUP 5 &I0 60

First Choice : Percent Indicating Choice

Vocational Subjects
Hobbies, Recreation
General Education
Home and Family
Personal Development
Religion
Other

Total

30
17
16
13
8
7
9

100

901113CE: McNulty, M., and Palmer, M., Educational Programs ta the Elderly. ililehlo Park, CA:
Institute for the Future, 1977, p. 26.

, -A, s you can see, vocational subjectspere listed as a first choice almost as frequently as the ne
two leading categories combined. Such interest in vocational COW' s includes the interest of persons
who regard the programd as preparation for.a second career, or as opportunity to upgrade °bibles-
cent skills. The group also include others who were seeking to ac ire a useful repairAkill such as

4.-auto mechanics, or a hobby such as woodworking.

c.

go 5
9
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In practice, the prefer es of "would-be learners" are only partially reflected by the enroll-
ment of older persons in e ucational courses. Recenflii the largest enrollments have been in-subjects
related to hobbies and recreation. Vocational programs that attract "would-be learners".in the
future will have to have a different orientation-than current programs. They need to concentrate
oksupdating participants' interpersonal skills that have been in use in the past. Persons fifty and over
typically have less interest in formal courses or degreesthanyoung persons do. individuals with years
of work experience fl ho are seeking new carberscor part-time jobs require different guidance and
placementassistance than young persons seeking en0 into the world of work. Older persons often
have wont histories in declining industries or occupations, or their woi-k skills"have,become'obsOlete
because of technological change. Their,opportunities for continued employment may depend on
modifying or expanding existing skills to make them usable indifferent job contents. Forme?-typists,
for instance, can.,be taught to.qualify as work processors. A production foreperson ready to retire

. from the footwear or garment industry.could bliild on managerial experience and acquire the skills
needed in Fl expanding field; for example, in supervision Of operations for a hosnital laundry.

., .
. T .

, The vocational education system is strategically situated to make the shift toward serving nonce
. .. . .

traditional groups of stddepts who wish to return to the labor market. The_ involvement of local
vocational education agencies irk adult and continuing education can supply the basis for attracting
students in their fifties and sixties. The extent to which vocational education utilizes its potential
for attracting tbp se studentsin the eighties will depend on the steps taken 'by education'al institutions
to adapt their programs to the interests of older students. - -

41°'

Regional Shifts in Employment and Economic Activity
- 5

. Regional shifts in employment and economic activity have caused slow growth in job'openings(--)
in the northeastern and midwestern regions of the United States. Slow growth, and sometimes
decline, has been especially characteristic of the older manufacturing states such as Michigan and

()hip. Yet there has been rapid growth in the southerrrand western regions. Vocational education
systems ran contribute to economic development in both rapidly and slowly growing regions. in the

&rapidly growing areas, local vocational education agencieS" can help to maintain the momentum of-
growth by increasing the supply of trained personnel for firms already in-the area. This increased
.supply of personnel also wilVelp to attract new firms. In the more slowly growing areas; voCational

programs can contribute to development by providing trained workers to relieve specializediabor
shortages that 'often cause employers to relocate. They also can provide trained replacements for
shortages due to attrition losses in industries that are not expanding rapidly.

Regions with a high number of long established rnanaacturirig plants have been,dharacterind
by below average employment growth in the pit ten Or fifteen years. The regions with more rapid

. increases in employment have been the areas where the introductiOn of manufacturing plants is a
relatively new development. This relationship can be seen by comparing theapercentage of the nation-
wide econgsnic value added by manufacturing in different regions in 197,6 Mth the percent change,

"I.- in employment from 1968 to 1978. (See table 5.)
.1-

The east north central and middle Atlantic states were responsible,for nearly
,_

half (45 p ent)

. of the manufacturing value added to the United States economy in 1976Wet in both areas, ercentage

increases in employmenturing the period from 1968 to 1978 contributed less thaFk a third the
-total national increase in employment. The areas with tile large percentage increases in emp oyment ,

(the mow-bin and west south central states) were responsible for only about a tenth of the total
value-added:icy manufacturing in 1976. This pattern more a reflection of the decline in employ-
ment forty old manufacturing centers than A reluctance to increase the importance of manufacturing

4
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in the economies of rapidly growing areas. These 'shifts help explain the lack of openings in the
traditional, semiskilled blue-coVar jobs in manufacturing that once-proviged entry level:positions
for many young people in the northeastern and north central state

Such regional patterns of employment and economic growth h .e been reflected in a similbr
pattern of regional migration. The northeastern and north central states have lost popt.41qtion in the
migration, while the southern and western states have been gainers. (See table 6.)

. .
,TABLE 6

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL VALUE ADDED BY MANUFACTURING, 1976,
. AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY. REGION, 1976 T0.1978 .

Region, ,
All Regions
New England
Middle Atlantic

lEast Noral Central
West North Central
Mounitain
PacifiC
East South Central
West South Central
South Atlar?ic

SOURCE: U.S. Re'part
Abstract, 1978, p. 800.

Percent,a Total Value
Added by Manufacturing,

, in 1976

100.0
6.2

17.8
27.5
7.0
2.3

e .7
11
6.1
8.6

12.8

Percent Increase
in Employment

,1968 to 1978

24.3
16.4
8.7

15.4
274

34.5
-23.8
40.2 IP

"31;7

ment of Labor, Monthlytabor Review, March 198b, p. 14; Statist ca/
I

a.

Major Region

Northeast
North Central
South
West

SOURCE:

,

TABLE 6

PERSONS MOVING TO AND FROM
EACH MAJOR REGION, 1973 T0'1)376

kigrants.(in
into region '

1,058
1,935
3,254

:1'2,106

thqusands)

out of region

1,829
2,400
2,407
1,718

. P
OutmigratiOn as a

Percentage of Immigration

173,0
124:0
74.0
81:5

"Youth Labor Force Activity," Monthly Labor Review, March 1980; p. 15.

7
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.. , While some persons move for noneconomic reasons such as the desirqfor a change of Climate,

the priniary reason for relodation has been due to employment and economic opportunities. Such
0

regional migrants, on the average, haVe been younger and better educated than the nonmigrants. ,
The tendency for young, educated persons to migrate to the South and West adds tothe faCtorS
facilitating the development of high technology manufacturing industries in these areas,

.... ' These regional shifts have been accompanied by similar changes in economic activity and
employment in the larger cities within the regions. Eroding industrial bases, with corresponding

.losses,in population, have been characteristic of the larger cities of the Northeast and Midwest from ...
Boston to St. Louis. Correspondingly; there have been large gains in population and manufacturing
jobs in large cities of the South and West, such as Phoenix and Houston. These patterns of central.
city decline/growth have been partially associated with the regional shifts. But.thevalso stem from

- the rnbvement of population anal economic activity to the suburbs. The overall effect of both of
these factors his.been to make older central cities into concentrations of unemployed andlisadvan-

. taged perspns with limited job opportunities' in their skill areas, the mapfacturing industries. (See

table70 ,

?
According to table 7, all of the "growing" cities are ire -the South and West. (Honolulu is

included in the U.S. Bureau ofthe Census' West region, although it is outside the continental
United States.) All of the declining Vies, except Bqltimore, are in the northeastern or north central
regions. Baltimore, of course, is a border city, anctits economic makeup more closely resembles the

old manufacturing and portities of the Northeast rather than southern cities suchas Atlanta or
LI-II:Alston: While part of the population gain of grOwing cities is due to the annexation of surrounding

suburbs, the increases primarily represent growth in population for reasons other than an expansion

of city boundaries. ,, t . 4

1 Many important national issues are involved in both the regional shifts ancin the growth and
decline of the large cities. The alder regions can expect a loss of political influence as population

. losses lead to a reapportionmenrof congressional seats. The newel-J-41*ns will gain poliAical weight

, for the same reason. Labor unions will often face difficult problems as employment either rows
'slowly ordeclines in thetplder re**rts and in industries that comprised their membership base. In .

-contrast y.areas where unions historically have been weak, employment will be growing

rapidly.. NationarpOiley-wift beviewed-increasing fronly_____1_tt____Ieperspective of its anticipated impact

on the fortunes of different regions. For instance, the decision oflh-e-recent administration*
permit more generouS depletion allowances for building naplants'can be expected to hasten

jusome firms'decisions to- ove from the Nort,hea's't to the S th. Because of these tax writeoffs,
such moves willbe less costly than they otherwisexould . National policy for unemplOyment is
faced with the alternatives of encouraging the trovement of people to where the growth.in jobs is
taking place, or undertaking, measures that would increase available jobs in cities with high unem-

ployment rates.
. .,

Such-regional and urban shifts also will present problems and opportunities for local vocational
education agencies. In rapidly growing areas such as Phoenix and San Diego, any etirol4ment declines'
due to falling birthrates in the pastiitifteen years will be offset at least partially by the effects of
rapid population growth. In the o Cities, enrollment lOsies due to The decline in birthrates have

been augmented by the movement of many-families, especially young families; to the suburbs or to

the more rapidly growing regidns. - O. .

I

t. ,

education

,
.

Vocational education sVstems in both the slow and rapidly growing regions -can enhance their

prospects for'growth if they become active participants in state and local economic development

efforts. These include efforts by government agencies, local chambers of commerce, and similar
,

,organizations. .

v
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TABLe 7-

,POPULATION CHANGE AND CHANGE iN EMPLOYMENT
IN MANVFACTURING, GROWING AND DECLINING CITIES,. -- SELECTED IE.ARS; T970s

. !.. ,:.. . .. , , ,
. fi?-,e, .

Population Change - ahange inoMatit) ring,
,. . . Reg*. 1970-1980 . Employment;,197 6)1977

1 , t-iii :thousands) ..
, .

, I
4. w b,

-
.:4. : .

. . .

" Grow4ig Cities:
.c, :.--iY 1

Dallas' . . ' 1. South -

H-onolulu . ' West. .

Housta. South
Us Angeles ". . West
Phoenix , -'. West
SanAntbnio South ,, .

San Diego ' West '
.,

DgClining Cities;

Baltirnoce' South ,

Boston
-Buffalo.
Chicago

.rCincinnati
''Cleveland _

Detroit
'Milwau
Min1e lis

. New Y rk Ci4
*-- Philadelphia
a. Pittsburgh

Northeast
Northeast
North 'central
North Central

.North Central
rtti Central

Norlh 'Central
North Centeal-
Northeast
Northeast
Nortljeast

. St Louis - Norfli Cantral

SOURCE. Kernel-, PeArl-, "Munipipat Finan,pe: How
' mimeographed report, 1981.

,

..:1+ 1121

.+ 273
+ 138

.

t 192
+ 75
+173

. .

1
+ 5:500

-0-
39,400

+ 35,500
. + 6,000

+ 3,900
8,200 is

IM 7 17,900
-1,' 79 - 8,100
-J06 - 6,800
- 400 *-- 64,600
V70 - 3,800

:178 10,400
- 322 27,100

84 - 14,900
64 -

. -i 5;900
- 880 - 147,800
- 270, - 45,100
-1.96 - 7,000

'' - 174 s 3,600
. ) Als -

the Crisis. 'Metropolitan Economic Association,

.'
-

*$

s

11.

. :
s -, i 0' ,-" One of the faktors emphasized by many development agencies in seeking 4w industry for

',..:,..their areasthas en.the availability of a labor supply that possesses the 'shills required by the new
firms. Thes ills often, include use of the'new technologies irkomputers, microprocessors, and .

sigilarappli lops of automation to industry. Development programs in other areas will focoon v
advancedtec ologietto obtain ever' from soUrces Ilia; weren0 economically feasible whercoil
prices We& lo

.
extracting oil from shale nick, or shipping coal by pipeline.
t

slurry Ecollornicsgrowth in energy.resource regionl will in turn lead to an expansion in the buSinespr-P
and consumer sengelndustries.othat wilrt-Nuire many employees trained in technical and businen!
skills. Vocational education agencies in high growth areas can provide the trained personnel to
-utilize the more coMplex techhologies, or to provide the business and consumer services that usually
accormianypowth. . ... ,

a
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In-the rngre slowly growitreas, local economic development agencies will seek to strengthen

'and build on the heaky economic cores that these areas, typically posSess. The recent grovyth in
business services, intrrnational firiance7and tourism in New York City illustrates this type of
development. Growth in finance and tourism iri this dty has created many jobs in data proces'sing,

adninistratiorr, travel and iteereation, and business machine repair. Revival in financial; legal, and

other business services also: hai meant.revival in related industries, in printingind publishing, or

in construction. In the-past;many of the more desirable jobs in these fields Were held by_commuters

because local residents lacked the skills to'fill them. City-based_Vocatiorkal education agencies Ca if

train many local persons who would otherwise be bypassed by growth in the central cities.

* i

In both high and low growth areas, vocational education programs should, ontinue to serve

disadvantaged groups by prdviding Am with emplOyability skills. The unemployment rate for blacks
and other nonwhites, for example, was approximately double the white rate of unemployment in

, both high and low growth areas. In Houston and Dallas, for example, the unemployment' rate for

whites in 1979 was between 2.9 to 3.6,arcent. Unemployment rates for nonwhites in the two cities'

were in the 6.4.to.6.9 perceN

)"
range.5 Continued efforts by vocational educators will help to reduce

such gaps.
-*T.

, .
..

. .

A, .

Vocatiodal education,agencieWift historically concentrated on local area labor markets in

planning their programs for career opportunities and,personnel needs. This local labor market has

frequently been identified4With the political jurisdiction served by the educational systemusually

a city,. Such planning methods assume that gradttates will obtain employments4narily in the local

political unit. It also assumed that schools have a special obligation to serve the local area that

provides the bulk of their funds: Recently, is approach haslost a great deal of its validity, and it
.

is likely lose more in the coming decade. Local tabor market concerns now extend'far beyond

. the city' political borders, as employers and jobs Fieveirnoved to the suburbs and beyond.'In many

..
fields, particularly those that require specialized post-high school education, the relevant labor

market has become regional or national in scope. Planiiiiig..in vocational 'education can serve students,

employers, and the,nation more effectively by encompassing regional and national opportunities, as

well as local career Opportunities, in developing their programs.

s.

r Strengthening the Industrial,E-,nomy
)

A thmbination ckf h'igfiridflation rateS, high unem Ites, and slok productivity growth° -

rates has cparacterized the American .eccoomy forqhe .1'; , ears. Considerations growing °lit

of such 'stagflation" have.become an importantinfli)encelor change not only in,national policy,

but also in economic pcklicies intenOed to revive Ile eltonQmy's industrial base. These developments

willhave many implications for vocational education planning in the.eighties. While they:will tip

increase career opportunities in technipl and service fields and in new groWthildustries, they Will

reduce opp6rtunities .16'r semiskilled ctory operatives. Such developments change job

tprofiles in other industries. "
-'. .

. , "i" heAnierican economy has been undergoing major Structural changes since the seventies.

. These changes will continue, and probably accelerate, in the eighties. Some industries, primarily
those involved in energy and high technology fields, have been expkIding rapidly. The regions in

which they are concentrated, mainly in the "Sunbelt" states, have likewise become high growth

ea
0 .ars.

-1..

The industries that have been,w(periencing slow groiith or decline include malty of the old

,.
manufacturing industries in whichThe United States was the world leader. these industries include

.

1
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automobiles, steel, rubber, consumer electronics, and selected nonmanufesturing industries such as
railtOads. The slow growth regions in the past decade have been the areas, mainly in tie Midwest
and Itortheast, in which-these industries are poricentrated.

Losses to foreign pompetitors such as Japan or West Germany hake highlighted the problam,s
of the United States' old manufacturing industries. Japan, for example, has-become the world
leader in automobile p.codpotion and in'the production and utilization'of industrial robots. And
while productivity levels per hour worked have been Higher- in the United States, productivity level
growth frequently has been higher in other countries. cgritinuation of these productivity growth
differentials for another five or ten years will mean that foreign productivity levels (output per hour
worked) will reach or exceed the levels in comparable American industries wo types of growth
slow productivity growth in the United States, and the more.repid produf trvity growth in other
nationsare summarized in table 8. -

TABLE 8

ANNUAL AVERACA PERCENT CHANGE IN OUTPUT PER HOUR,
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, SELECTED NA91IONS, 1970 TO 1979

111P1

KV%

E
Country

United States
France .

West Germany
Japan

AnnualPercent Change °

1973 to 1979 1978 to 1979

. 1.4
4.8 4.7
5.3 - 5.2
6.9 8.1

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Monthly Labor Review, December 1980; P. 33.

The growth rate in output per hour in manutaouring in the Unifed,States 'Arcing the 1973
to 1979 peripd was about a fifth the comparable growth rate in Japan,1't wamlightly more than a
fourth of the increase in West Germany, andsomewhat less than a third of the groWthrate in
Frince. In the most rec.ent years of the 1973 to 1979 period (1978-1979), output per hour in
American manufacturing industries increased at an annual rate of less than 1 percent. The increases
in France and West Gqrrpany remained near their overall 1973 to 1979 levels in this period, while
the perpehtage growth in output per hour increased in Japan. ./

Stow productivity growth, accompanied by substantial increase* wage rates and fringe
benefits, has translated into rising labor costs for many manufacturing .industries. This development,
has encouraged a manufacturing shift from the United States to other nations. Furthermore multi-
national corporations have facilitated the development of manufacturing "export platforr in
places such as Hong Kong, Malaysia, Mexico, South. Korea, and Taiwan. Electronids manu a! urers
in the United States, for example, frerTuenfly have components assembled insthese countrie The
new American "world cars" contain parts drawn from American subsidiary plants in Brazi , Mexico,
SpitIA, and other coOntries.

Quality control considerations also have been a factor in the loss of Lk& ekport, arkets to
foreign competitors. For instance, Japanese exports of semiconductors t6 the United tes rose

from $20 million in 1973 to over $250 million in 1979. One reason for--thti"rabid,growth was that

"- 11
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. rejection rates for The Japanese - produced units were one-half ol.less than the Comparablexate for
domestically, produced eciuivalents.8 ' c : --

g ,

, .? , . . ,

All of these developments have been directly-iir indirecitly accentuatid_hy the steep increases,
in U.S. energy costs sin6e1973-; In many older industries; escalating energy prices havp made plants
and equipment obsolete because thejr use requires large qUantifiesof energy.'',

.. '
2

1

Within the United States, the response to foreign
co1 petitjon, slow productivity growth,

rising labor costs, and high costs has been to engagb in large-scale capital outlays to
restructure industraplanti. These capital outlays are intended not only to increase productivity,
bin also to produce products that require less energy. The automobile industry is a leading case.
General Motors, fOr example, anticipates spending some,$2P8 billion' in the coming decade to build

-new plan and reequip existing pla
more fuel e icientmotor tfehicles.7

.,.-.

`These massive capital outlays
involving the use of automated and computellzed processes. IndustEjal robots-supply a good illus-

tration,of the new technoloe/.9
.

.

A_ _at
e of Robotics estimates that in 1980, so,me44.415.1! ingostrial robots were in use in

Their main uses have been in the automobilezinduslry or in foundry-tie opera-
oresee the possibility that robots Wilt becohle a $2 billion a year industry by 1990.9

to reduce-costs and to oroduce,a new generation of smaller,,
ently will.introduceda more complex production technology

The Insti
the United State
tions. They alsb

Rob the automobile industry are used primarily in painting and welding automobile

bodies. enerel Motors, for example, plans to add 2,000 more robots to its assembly lines by 1983.

Future projections for the company en as many 804,000 robots in use by'la90.1°
. .

Such long-terrkprospects fof robots aoint 1 i their' use for advanced, computerized systems
that both design equipmentsand.direet production.,The.,rabots that will figure in these computer-
ized designand manufacturing system-it (CAD-CAM) will beteprograrnmar,de-Lthus they will have the--;

capacity to sense and meet to their environment as well as to perform repetitiveoperations. Flobots
reprehnt oneimportant example of the,new, rapidirexpanding highltechnology processes that are

organized around the use of micro essors and computers:.Use of such technology has mush-

roomed as the costs of computing ye declined. For instance, the cost ofstoring one unit or "byte"
of informatidn in a semiconduct memory chip fell by,98 percent in the past ten years." Much of
the.capital outlaylnrestructuring the natiopl manufacturing plants will make use of "smart"
machines'involving to new microprotessor technologY, Ili the next two Oecadei, these applications
of scientific knowledge are likely to be joined by far-reaching applications of biological research in
genetic engineering; The General Electric Company, toccite,aa instance, has received a pattit for
developing a species bfbacteria.that can help clean up oil sels by consuming the oiI.32

C

'
In the eighties incentives to use vanced, computerized technologies such as robots will stem

from e improved quality control and increased productivity that the new technology makes possible.
For exai ple, a General Mbtors spokes rson noted that traditional methods for painting automobile
bodies retained'oply 30 percent ofthe paint actuilliMpreyed on the vehicle. The -est was either
lo-4 in powerful exhaust systems that protect workers from paint fumeS or in other systems. By
prolgrarnmilig robot spraVers; it is now polsible,for:Gentral Motors to retain more than 50 percent'

of the paint on thetare,13 ,
..

Beyond their technical advantagespr 'bots cannot join unions, go But on strike, take coffee

breaks, become alienated from work) require environmental, health, and safety protections to

reduce hazards in'the work. place. . 't
V '

,, o
A
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New techpologies will continue to appear and will probably accelerate the slow growth or
declines in employment opportunities for seMiskilled workers in fkanufacturing industries. This
tendency is illustrated by the ix-Pe-Hence of the automobile industry sincethe end of World War II.
In 1948 some 713,000 auto workers in the United States and Canada produced 5.96 million,auto-
mobiles, trucks,.and buses. In 1978, 839,000 auto worker's,produced !rely 14.26 million motor
vehicles.14 Seventeen motor vehicjeswere produced` Per automobileiiiorker in 1978 as compared
with a little more than eight vehicles in 1948. Devtlopments similar to those in the automobile
industry have led to considerably slower growth in employmentifq production workers in menu- .

facturing than fof workers in other nonagricultural occupations: (See table 91'

TABLE 9

, . TOTALNONAGRICULT,URAL EMPLOYMENT, AND EMPLOYMENT FOR
/ PRODUCTION WORKERS. IN PRIVATE MANUFACTURING, 1948 TO 1979

Year

1948
1960 °.

1970
1979

-of

,\ ..

Total ipnagricultural t I. Employment for Production
. Employnient (in millions) Workers in Manufacturing .

(1948 Inclex=100) (in millions) (1948 Index.--100)
.

44,9 1 0 . 0 12.9, . - 106.0
/54.2 120 12.6 , 97.5
70.9 157.9, 14.0 108.8
89.5 199.4 \ 15.03 116.3

SOURCE: Adapted from Employment and Training Report of th4President, Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1980, pp. 305-3b6. Figures Jisted refer to payroll employment.

4

,

Total nonagricultural emplornent,nearl )doubled in the generation after World War II. Jobs
for production workers in manufacturing increased by about one sixtb..During the seventies, the
overall nonagricultural employment grew by 1 .5 million workers. The comparable increase for13

production workers in manufacturing was 1 m 'Iron. Thriack of substantial manufacturing job
4 growth in-the seventies has made it difficult for the economy to absorb the large number of women

entering the labor force and the "baby boom° generation bOrn in the later 1950s or early 1960s.
, I . 0 ).,

Greater capital outlays for more compleC tedmologies in the eighties are intended to bring
about a renewal of tfie industAal economy without a comparable increase in requirements for semi-

skilled apd unskilled:blue-collar labor. Furthermore, many of these capital outlays are designed to
decrease labor requirements.

The displacement that will be created by computerized technologies will be concentrated in
one occupational group: semiskilled operatives. Over threisfpurths (7Tpercent) of the 11 million
persons employed asaveratives in 1979 (ekcluding operators'of transportation equipment) were
at work in manufacturing industries. Jobs that arecreated by increased capital investment will be
concentrated in professional, technical, and skilled; areas; in designing and producing equipment, or
in operating, maintaining, and repairing it. FeW of these positions could be filled by a displaced
automobile worker, for example,vithout a good deal of additional training.

Although economic concerns have focused on renelkIng th' Industrial base, the bulk of ,the
job growth in the eighties is expected to take place in.service industries. In abditidn, there is a

13
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rapidly growin yet often ignored service e sactor in manufaauringindustries made up of persons
.

who will. provide, ata processing, finan ia0egal, public relations and advertising, and other' , J. 4

I
business services. M of these service firms also will be introducing microprocessor technology

and other r advances.,Ilowever, growth in theseindustries is expected to be rapid enough to- ,

-Ffio .n offset the displacement effects of new technology. These patterns of job growth are ..

illustrated by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics projections of employment growth by industry
bttween 1977and 1990. (See table 10.) ,

I
TABLE 10

EMPLO"MENT FOR SELECTED MAJOR INDUSTRIAL SECTORS,
. 1977 NADPROJECTED 1990

Sector
Employment (in millions)

1977 Projected, 1990.
Percent Change

7 to 1990

Total Civilian Employment 93.7 118.6 26.6'

. Manufacturing, Transportation,
Public Utilities

19.8
4:8,

,23.9
5.7

23.0
16.9

Wholesale and Retail Trade 20.9 27.4 30.9
Finance, Insurance, and

.

Real Estate Servjees1 4.9.. 6.7 37.0
Services' 17.7. 26.7 51.3

SOURCE: Employjnent and Training Report,of the President, Washington, DC: U.S. Department of
Libor, 1979; p. 362.

1. Excluding private household workers ..

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics' projection's foresee a future in which employment in
manufacturing will grow more slowly than tot I employment. The growth in manufacturing
employment will represent th6 combined effeas of slaw growth in the older manufacturin% indus-

tries and more rapid growth irt the new high technology industries. Three-fifths of the overall
increease is expected to take place in two economic sectors: service and trade industries.-

Unanticipated chahges in the projgctions, such as rapid development of new energy urces,

' could create even larger increases in employment for energy, industrisand.rnanufacturing ndustries
that are heavy users of ,energy. But the predominant theme in the prolections is a dontinu tion in

clhe-shift to a post-industrial society as the major factor affecting employment-in the eight
ti

, )4.
Most cost'saving figures for the use or pew technology represent the savings that` result from

coritinuout operation. Industrial robots, for example, are currently estimated t0 involve an initial
unit capital outlay in the $70,000 to 80,000 range.15 Much of the savings anticipated from the
investment would be 1pst if the,machines were frequently out of use because of the need for -.

,mainterpnceiand tepairs. .,

in thejntroductory phases, repairs to complex equipment such as robots are often made by the
"superstars," or persons with graduate degrees in science,or engineering. Later on, the responsibility

falls topecially trained technicians and mechanics.
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a i" Accordingly, the emphasis on industrial renewal ic the eighties will place ne and greater

:- demands on vocational education systems. For exampid, coutsel in electronics will provide the
basic foundation for training in the fields related to the new.technblogy. The level of complexity
involved in automated technologies suggests that the bulk of xbe training will be given in post-

: p-econcary institutions. Many of-these institutions already have extensive expertise in electronics
, technology. Work-study and cooperative education programs can be effective ways to give students

a working familiarity with inddstrial advances. .

Yet vocational programs in the secondary schools can arouse ituddnt interest by providing
basic training and employability. development courses that familiarize students with the work world.
Thesle programs will be able to serve as a basisfor later, more specialized training in industrial
settings.

So far, the high cost of equipment required to train persons in the new technology has kept
private schools from assuming a majoryole in training. None of the meniber schools of the National
Association of Trade and Technical Schools, for exa le, offer courses in robotics. Yet it is likely
that equipment costs will decrease with a greater v lume of ,production. A reluctance by public .

vocational institutions to train persons for the jobs that will grow out of industrial revival will have
the effect of encouraging private institutions to tak on a larger role in this field.

In the past, there has been great ernphasis on e need to identify new occupations that might
be suitable fields for vocational training programs. R ots and related technologies illustrate
another tendency: changes in job content in existing occupations as a response to'technological
advances. Changes in the co /Itent of machinists' jobs, resulting from the introduction of numerically
cdntrolled machine tools, illustrate this development. In the coming decade, the Job content of many
electronic technicians' jobslwill include a working knowledge of advances in fields such as robotics.
Programmers and designers will discover tjieir job skills undergoing change with the more wide-
spread integkation of computer assisted design and manufacturing.

Vocational education systems7likili other institutions, roust adapt to change if they are to
serve their students, the larger society, and their own need to grow. 'Planning in xocatianal education
can supply an early warping systenr)'for increasing sensitivity to changes that will require a response
by vocational educators. Priority factors for renewing the nation's industrial base, such as demo- )
graphic changes and regional populationtimanufacturing shifts, illustrate tise long-term develop-
mentsthat will figure prominently in the agenda for vocational education planning.

15 -.
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